
Problem Solving: structured and creative

Presenter was very articulate; Lots of  valuable material; Excellent 
presentation; Would have liked it to last much longer; Trainer 
really encourages responses from participants; Very useful in job 
related areas as well as addressing personal problems--enjoyed 
the conversation/s and the chances to air problems and listen 
to possible solutions; Opened up some new avenues worth 
further exploration; Andrew as a presenter was simply fantastic, 
very well spoken, well prepared and offered a great deal of  
information; Utilize method for solving problems and encourage 
staff  to solve their own problems; I intend to get to work on 
some of  these concepts immediately and to make my routine 
daily tasks easier; I intend to make some suggestions to the 
administration to change some old tasks and change the physical 
layout of  our facility; I will get to work immediately on two 
problems; Excellent program to elevate managerial awareness 
of  a critical process in performing responsibilities; Best program 
I have been involved with; Mr. Schwartz always keeps the interest 
level high; Taught me to keep an open mind in decision making; 
More managers should have to go to this; Information was right 
on the mark for problem solving; I feel that Mr. Schwartz would 
be most useful in helping us solve our organizational problems; 
I enjoy these interactive types of  training sessions--thanks; Your 
materials covered even more than what I needed to know; 
Excellent group interaction; Listing problems applicable to the 
job and then receiving many concrete practical 
solutions/suggestions; Discussions--exercises in listening - 
-prioritizing exercise on work plans; New ways to think about 
organizational styles and methods--ways of  planning and acting 
on ideas; How to listen to another persons needs, clarifying and 
simplifying problems, evaluating every plan and idea and to 
modify it to better improve a situation when necessary; 
Consensus skills facilitating and group participation; Steps in 
problem identification; Using a systematic approach in solving 
problems; Being lateral in my approach versus vertical; To 
broaden my thinking in a problem solving situation; Not to just 
see that there is a problem, but to clarify the problem; 
Approaching people in a manner where they will be glad to sit 
down and talk with you; To clarify and clearly define the problem 
before you solve it; To be clear and concise verbally and well 
organized in one's thoughts; New ways to approach problems; 
Practical application; Think first before acting; Plan to solve before 
jumping in unprepared; How to better focus on the positive 
goals while keeping the objective/s in sight; To pay better 
attention to both feelings (resistance) and content (facts and 
examples) and not emphasize only the problem and opinions; 
Ask more detailed questions and structure the problem as 
"measurable"; Communication - listen not only to what is said 
verbally; Decision making is a "team concept"; Do not always 
give the answers, use probing, open-ended commercials to 
provoke thought; Identifying a problem is the first step; Develop 
a format for problem solving; Solicit more input in problem 
solving.
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